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DISCUSSION ON "THE APPLICABILITY OF ELECTRICAL POWER
TO INDUSTRIAL ESTABLISHMENT'S ", "CENTRAL STATIONS
VS. ISOLATED PLANTS FOR TEXTILE MILLS ", "THE SUPPLY
OF ELECTRICAL POWER FOR INDUSTRIAL ESTABLISHMENTS
FROM CENTRAL STATIONS ", "ILLUMINATION FOR IN-
DUSTRIAI PLANTS" AND "THE REQUIREMENTS FOR AN
INDUCTION MOTOR FROM THE USER'S POINT OF VIEW
BOSTON, FEBRUARY 10, 1.910.

J. C. Parker: The first three of the five papers, viz., those by
Messrs. Jackson, Main and Hale, concern themselves with the
quiestion of the advantage and disadvantage of concentration
in the generation of power for industrial establishments. Mr.
Jackson indicates some of the advantages of concentration
without, of necessity, indicating the desirability of carrying it
quite so far as would Mr. Hale's recommendations which point
to the generation of power by public utility enterprises exclu-
sively. Mr. Main seems to pursue a middle course indicating
that there are limitations to the concentration of power genera-
tion, while by inference, indicating that in many cases the
process of concentration may be desirable. While, were the wish
father to the thought, I should incline to agree with Mr. Hale,
I believe that, as in all matters of human experience, the middle
course comes nearer to hitting the facts.

For extreme concentration there are numerous arguments. I
do not find that any of the gentlemen have emphasized one fea-
ture of the concentration, viz., that of the possibility of securing
expert skill and refined supervision to insure the maximum ad-
vantage from the refinements in design, which are possible in
plants whether large or small. Operating refinements, on the
other hand, are possible only in larger plants. Extreme refine-
ment in engine and boiler efficiencies may be offset ten times over
by the lack of attention to the loading of the equipment, the
boiler drafts, etc. A plant of 25,000 or 30,000 h.p., can not
only employ a higher type of operators but can readily carry
the burden of a skilled engineer to supervise the operators and
to systematically investigate the plant economies.

In the matter of flexibility, I incline to sympathize more with
Mr. Hale's view than with that of Mr. Main, as I have had con-
siderable experience negotiating with private plant owners and
in attempting to indicate to them how they would improve their
utilization of power with substantial savings. In many such
cases I have found that the isolated plant is a veritable old man
of the sea. Public service enterprises nowadays must, without
exception, dispose of their power on a system which in some
form or other is a variant of the Doherty system, of a fixed charge
per kilowatt of maximum demand plus a unit charge per
kilowatt-hour of energy consumption. The customer of a public
service plant may, at any time, make improvements in his fac-
tory operation or motive power, whereby his maximum demand
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may be kept down or materially reduced, and, therefore, the
fixed cost for the maximum demand is eliminated from his power
bills. With a private plant on his hands this could not be done
nor would it be defensible, since the investment is already
made and the labor must be paid anyway, and therefore the
reduction in maximum demand will not throw off anything from
the fixed costs. Where on the other hand, power is purchased,
the customer essentially has the advantage of a flexible and
variable investment charge carried for him by a public service
enterprise. It may be said that it is to the interest of the owner
of a private plant in a growing concern to do everything in his
power to improve his load factor by keeping down the maximum
demand so as to prevent the necessity for additional investment
in the power plant as the business grows. This condition,
however, does not obtain in practice. Seldom in the early
stages of a business development is it apparent that some
little trouble in load factor improvement is justifiable, and condi-
tions continue to follow their unrestricted bent, until the capacity
of the power plant is reached. Then the cost of making changes
which would improve the load factor has accumulated to such
o large sum as to be quite prohibitive. The result is that the
awner is compelled to extend his plant and to again mortgage
himself to a bad load factor.
The same considerations apply in the matter of efficiency as

in the matter of load factor already referred to. A private plant
owner has, as an inducement to improve the efficiency of his
power-utilizing machinery or motors, only the coal pile saving,
which is probably not more than 10 per cent of the actual cost
of power. If, on the other hand, he were purchasing his power
under a satisfactory form of contract from an outside company,
every per cent of reduction in his bills means reducing his
maximum demand and his kilowatt-hour consumption alike,
thereby enabling him to make the cost economy equal to the
power economy.
One other phase of the matter of flexibility in the use of pur-

clhased power is that the owner of a private plant is unable to
take a(lvantage of the progress in the development of power
plant equipment as distinguished from power-utilizing apparatus.
Improvements have gone on at a rapid rate during the past 20
years and seem to show no abatement at present. It seems to
the speaker that were he a power user he would prefer to have
the opportunity to benefit by all the improvements in the art
as they come along rather, than to install to-day a plant which
five years from now would be of an obsolete type. These im-
provements can be made by the public service companies since
with their multiplicity of units, some of which are always ready
to be retired from commission, they can make their improvements
in line with the latest development of the art.

These considerations would inclicate that the manufacturer
contracting for his power supply, so far from being " tied up
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to some foreign company, as Mr. Main expresses it, is relieved
from being tied up to what may be a bad investment, and is in
a position to utilize every advance in the machinery peculiar to
his own process, in motors, and, through the supply company,
in generating apparatus.
The speaker does not seem able to reconcile Mr. Main's state-

ment that " the isolated plant does not need to carry a large
amount of reserve machinery, as it can take chances," with his
earlier and more nearly defensibl-e statement that " economy iu
power costs is not vital where power represents only five or teil
per cent of the cost of running an enterprise." Surely for the
same quality and dependability of service rendered, the isolatedl
plant must carry a much larger percentage of stand-by equip-
ment than the public service enterprise with its multiplicity of
units; and economy on this score would hardly accord with the
cost of a partial shut down of the manufactory.
With one other of Mr. Mlain's suggestions the speaker has an

economic quarrel and that is with reference to the item of de-
preciation. The fact that the cost of power is, in a manufactur-
ing enterprise, so small a percentage of the value of the product,
is no reason why every effort should not be expended to secure
the utmost economy in the power station. I'ursuit of this
philosophy to the logical conclusion would be to multiply by
twenty each one of the 5-per cent elements entering into the
value of the finished product and to thereby conclude that the
manufacturing efficiency was a matter of more or less indif-
ference altogether. A thousand dollars a year saved in the
power plant is just as good as one thousand dollars a year saved in
an office, a drafting room, in by-products, or any other way, ancd
slhould be considered on its own merits absolutely irrespective of
the percentage which it is of the whole. It is true that many
owners of private plants do view the matter of plant economy
as Mr. Main suggests, and this is doultless a resuilt of the fact
that tlhey are non-expert in the mnatter of i1over l)roduction and.
probably do niot realize the iml)ortance of power plant economies.
This fact constitutes anothier argumeint for theulse of purchased
as against privately generated power alnd also substantiates the
alleged flexibility of power purchased.
The speaker's personal experience indicates very strongly the

necessity for stopping centralization much short of what has
obtained in the past. There is as pointed out by Mr. Main
a certain class of business which a public service enterprise can
not possibly hope to secure. Consider for a moment a condition
which obtains in the centers of our large cities. Hotels have
an all year andl an all day demand for heat. Office buildings
have an all day demand for heat during at least eight months of
the year. If supplied with power by a public service company
they must not only pay for the fuel burned in the central station,
for the labor and supplies in a central station and for the power
and boiler equipment charge, but they must in addition pay for
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the extra investment to take care of from 10 to 20 per cent drop
in the feeders, for the power lost in these feeders, for the use
of expensive underground mains with franchise taxes thereon,
but over and above they must themselves maintain a nearly
identical boiler equipment and pay for a nearly identical fuel,
water, boiler room labor and boiler room supply expense, which
effectually puts the public service enterprise without the pale.

There is a conmmercial feature involved also, and that is the
fact that the man contemplating a private plant for such a service
always under-estimates his coal consumption whereas, the cen-
tral station company knows what its coal consumption is. If
then we are to talk power purchase to a man who estimates that
he can develop a kilowatt-hour on one and a half to two pounds
of coal at his switchboard and supply his by-product heat thereby,
and if we have to tell him that under a power purchase arrange-
ment he will have to pay for, in addition to his coal for heating,
tliree and a half to four pounds of coal delivered in his building
in the form of electrical energy, we are practically tripling his
fuel bill. Of course this is a fallacy on the part of the man
talked to, but it is a condition nevertheless which all sorts of
missionary effort fails to eradicate.
Some of these considerations have led the concern with which

the speaker is associated to do the very thing wlhich MIr. Hale
finds by a process of reductio ad absurdun to be an argument
against the theoretical advantage of exhaust steam for heating.
The Rochester Railway & Light Company is at the present time
laying plans for the establishment of decentralized plants
throughout the business and industrial districts of our town.
These plants will consist of comparatively sinall and inexpensive
steam turbine plants interconnected on the exhaust side and
electrically feeding into our electric net work. This class of
plants has one signal advantage over the central power plant,
viz., that they cannot possibly demand any expensive condensing
equipnient-that, by their very nature, these plants must be
cheap and simple. One thousand kilowatts of apparatus so
installed will replace 1,200 kw. of central station equipment and
even irrespective of the electric feeders which they obviate
will cost less than 50 per cent of what the same capacity cost
in our latest and best extension of the central steam plant.

While thoroughly appreciating the experience obtained here-
tofore and cited by Mr. Hale, we cannot fail to recognize the
principal of logic that any number of failures to prove a certain
proposition do not actually disprove it. The trouble in the
past has been that the decentralized plants have gone at the
thing in a half-hearted way and without one tremendous ad-
vantage, viz., interconnection on both the steamr and electric
ends, whereby, the element of diversity factor nmay be called
into play.

Mr. Alain's suggestion of the possibility of bleeding the turbines
for live low-pressure steam is a most interesting one and is
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illuminated by a suggestion made at the Briar Cliff meeting of
the Association of Edison Electric Illuminating Companies last
fall, viz., that turbines should be so bled for the purpose of se-
curing the necessary pre-heating of the boiler feed. This the
speaker understands has been done in some few instances and
very successfully. The advantage of carrying out this sug-
gestion is much greater in the case of a turbine plant than in
the case of a reciprocating engine plant, since it permits' utilizing,
in the lower stages of the turbine, steam not needed for heating.
In the turbine this steam is very effective in the production of
power, whereas in the reciprocating engine the steam so used is
operating in the least effective part of the engine cycle, owing to
the disproportionate friction and engine capacity needed for
extorting the last few foot-pounds of work from the steam.

In handling, during the last two years, something like 180 in-
dustrial propositions, involving the examination of many private
plant schemes, the speaker has found ample confirmation for
Mr. Hale's statement as to the habitual under-estimating of the
cost of isolated plant power. Almost every detail is viewed in the
light of an unjustifiable optimism. Investment costs such as
those cited by Mr. Main are seldom recognized by the man getting
up the figures for such plants. Repairs, fuel cost and deprecia-
tion rate are sadly under-estimnated. It is to be hoped that some
day we will have a much larger group of competent engineers
undertaking consultation work in connection with small plant
development-men whose experience is broad enough to lead to
analyses like those by Mr. Main, which while not colored by
central station prejudice, on the one hand, will be free from the
predisposition to habitually advise isolated plants in preference
to purchased power, as a consequence of lack of experience to
correct a too optimistic systemn of estimnating.

In closing, the speaker would like to say a few words about the
besetting desire of the central station companies to secure the
big business. This business is very attractive sentimentally,
and for advertising purposes it is very excellent, but it is ques-
tionable whether the effort so expended is so profitable as the
effort used to get the smaller business. It is true that central
station companies have not done enough towar(l making their
rate systems logical and favorable to the big, plant work, but it
is questionable whether the big plant is per se clheaper to supply
than a number of comparatively small plants since a group of large
customers will have a very small diversity factor while all other
expenses of serving themi with the exception of the service taps,
meters and clerical work are practically identical, therefore it
ensues that the large customers demand, for the same individual
load factor, a greater equipment per kilowatt-hour than do the
small ones, whose diversity factor may be much larger.

Charles B. Burleigh: I am inclined to feel that Mr. Jackson
has touched the key-note of the present power conditions when
he calls to your attention the effect of the large steam turbine on
industrial development.
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It has not been until within the last few years that those have-
ing in hand the establishment of manufacturing plants requiring
the use of any considerable amount of power would not have
sacrificed many other desirable manufacturing advantages to
secure a location where water-power was available.
As notable examples of this, one has only to call to mind the

immense manufacturing establishments located along the banks
of the Merrimac, Connecticut, Kennebec and other power-supply-
ing waterways of the country.
Had power in suitable quantity on an equally attractive basis

been as readily available in the (at that time) large commercial
centers located on tide-water or near large railroad centers, these
locations would have undoubtedly been chosen instead of such
locations as Lawrence, Lowell, Manchester, Holyoke, Lewiston,
Augusta and many other inland cities so located as to necessitate
the receipt of raw material and the shipment of their finished
product over lines where freedom from competition, to say the
least, did not tend to decrease transportation charges or facilitate
the immediate imovement of goods.
The last few years, however, have produced muarke(d changes

in these conditions, as stated by Mr. Jackson. The large steaim
turbine plant " may nearly rival the hydraulic plant in gross
cost per kilowatt hour of energy delivered at the switchboard."
In other words, Boston, New York, Chicago, St. Louis and
hundreds of other large cities throughout the country are to-day
occupying the same relation to the power consumer as though
an unlimited, never failing, never varying water supply for power
were at all times available, and its use for manufacturing pur-
poses was not hampered by any abnormal developmental charge,
or subject to any excessive depreciation or climatic uncer-
tainties in order to make it available for his purpose.
These conditions, together with the comparatively recent

advancement in the design and operation of high-voltage electric
machinery have not only vastly increased the economical radius
of both steam and hydraulic developments, but are making
valuable, water privileges for power purposes which have here-
tofore been considered not worth developing, as well as making
desirable for manufacturing purposes locations which could not
previously be considered.
Due in a large measure to the foregoing conditions, the time

is fast approaching, if it has not already arrived, when few if any
manufacturers having use for power, in large or small quantities,
within a radius of 10 or even 20 miles of a large power distributing
plant, can afford to devote the necessary time, energy and capital
to the production of their own power.

It is with extreme hesitancy that I limit the present radius
in the above statement to twenty miles. I am not sure it should
not be extended to at least 50 miles, and I have no doubt that
the (development's of the next few years will result in lower pro-
(duiction andI transmission costs, wlich will permit of even further
economical extension.
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Consider for a moment what these conditions are capable of
doing for Fall River, where all of the many thousands of tons of
coal burned per annum in her immense textile establishments
lhave to be carted up hill at an expense of from 30 to 75 cents per
ton; and also at New Bedford, where notwithstanding the fact
that it is located on tide-water, over 80 per cent of all the fuel
burned in the city for power pturposes is teamed at an averag,e cost
of some 30 cents per ton; and at Lawrence, Lowell and Holyoke,
where in each case, a central electric power plant ideally located
with reference to the most economical tutilization of their water-
powers would not only serve their present available market, but
would more than double it, and the land now occupied by canals
would be mnade available for the location of additional manu-
facturing industries, while the land values and saving in canal
and water-wheel upkeep would very nearly, if not quite, pay for
thedlevelopm]ent, to say nothing of the inmmense benefit that
would accrue to the several colnmunities.

While to-day the powver producer and the power consumiier are
practically the only ones actually interested in these conditions
it will be but a colmiparatively short titmie wNhen they wtill realize
4hat a percentage of their public tax is chargeable to the street
wear and traffic congestion in large cities, incident in a measure
to the delivery of fuel and removal of ashes, and when the tax
payer not primarily interested in the prpduction or consumption
of power begins to realize that he is obliged to contribuite for the
upkeep of conditions no longer necessary to the prosperity of the
community, I am inclined to feel that you will see the enactment
of laws, pertaiining to large cities at least, which will make the
so-called isolated plant less desirable and the central station even
more attractive.

Mr. Main in the opening of his paper calls attention to one of
the most imiiportant points in connection with the consideration
of the isolated plant versus the central station and I can most
lheartily endorse his statements that " the cost of power in a
textile mill, as well as in many other classes of manufactures, is
but an incident to the ultimate result," and that " a saving of
10 per cent in the cost of power would represent a saving of not
over one-half of one per cent in the cost of the product."

This being an undisputed fact, it is obvious that there are other
features in connection with the production of power of vastly
more importance than the cost, and we may dismiss this item
of the comparison with the statement that power is available fromn
the large steam turbine or hydraulic central station or isolated
plant at costs so nearly comparable, andI having so little bearing
on the ultimnate results as to be worthy of little or no considera-
tion.
What then should we consider as the deciding factors?
Reliability shoulld without (-uestion be considered of prime

importalnce as the fixe(l charges in an inidustrial plant are con-
tinluous an(d any interruption to, or impairmient of production
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represents the widest and most important variable with regard
to the earnings on a given investment.
What, then, may be considered the reliability of operation of

a manufacturing establishment furnishing its own power as comn-
pared with one receiving its energy from a central power plant?

Let us consider first the producing machinery; here there is
no mnaterial difference in either case, and I feel that those in-
terested will concede that motors and the interior wires and
fittings are as reliable as belts and shafting, which brings us to
the prime mover in the isolated plant, and the entrance to the
service from the central station.

Considering the isolated plants prime mnover, I feel that I am
correct in the statement that no 10 per cent of the manufacturing
establishments, large or small, have duplicate pr-ime movers,
while central power distributing plants have many similar units,
the overload capacity of a small number of which would be eq(ual
to the full capacity of any single unit.
The average isolated power plant being but an incident to the

main object of the business, is given less attention by the m-lanage-
ment than is similar apparatus in the central plant, where, on thle
uninterrupted economical production of power, w-holly depends
the success of the object of the investment mnade, for which reasoi
there can be no question in regard to reliability up to this point.

But, you say, the transmission line from the central station to
the point of delivery is an item of unreliability not necessary to
consider in connection with the isolated plant. Let us therefore
consider the central station location.

In order to equitably do this, we must give some consideration
to the items of difference between the water and the steam sta-
tion.
With regard to the reliability of output from the station there

should be no material difference because if there be any source
of anticipated unreliability from the water-power, such as high
or low water, anchor ice, or any interruption to the efficiency,
we may consider that in order to make it commercial it has been
provided with a steam relay of such capacity as will meet any
possible contingency.
The steam station is or should be so located that its source

of fuel and water supply can under no conditions be interfered
with, while the hydraulic station must of necessity be locatecd
witlh reference to water supply to which the source of fuel
supply is secondary, in fact the location of the hydraulic station
is comparable to the o0l( water-operated manufacturing plant in
Awhich all other considerations in regard to location are suJbservieln t
to the hydraulic conditions.

Trhe location of the steam ol)eratedisolatednianufacturingplant
is selected in accordance with its market, source of supply of raw
material, ease of slhipment, availability of suitable lhelp, and in
soic inidustries, on1 accoutiit of climatic conditions, or in othler
w-or(1s, its source of ftuel supply,is of inhior importance.
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I feel that you will agree with me that the transmission of
energy by electricity over wires permanently and substantially
installed, and not liable to be affected by strikes, hold-ups,
wash-outs, snow-storms, floods and other natural causes to
nearly the extent that the transmission of fuel is, demonstrates
this last item to be fully as, if not more, reliable than the
other.

While there are many other items of minor importance em-
phasizing the added reliability of the central station over the
isolated plant, I feel confident that in view of the foregoing you
will agree with me that the item of reliability is better conserved
by the central station than by the isolated plant.

Flexibility is another item worthy of consideration. This
item is one of admitted superiority of the electrical drive over
the mechanical drive, and as the central station drive must of
necessity be electrical, the comparison of this feature can only be
between the electrically operated isolated plant and the central
station, and a comparison on this basis is all in favor of the central
station. -

If a miianufacturer wished to operate say 25 per celnt of lhis
plant over time fromii an isolated plant, he would do so at ex-
tremely poor efficiency while if supplied froiii the station, power
is used at maximum efficiency so far as the consumer is concerned.

Additions and alterations can be made, without in any way
interfering with the continuity of operation, and changes in
product and capacity have no effect on operating efficiency.

Less financing for a given output is required, and to revert
for a moment to the cost item, I can perhaps best illustrate the
point which I wish to bring to your attention by detailing a recent
investigation I was privileged to make in this connection.
A 100,000-spindle print cloth mill was projected and thc

question arose with regard to the source of power. It had leen
considered advisable to equip the property for the electrical
operation of the producing machinery and the scheme had been
financed to the extent of some $1,800,000.

Carefully prepared estimates demonstrated the fact that the
necessary power plant would require the expenditure of some
$225,000 thus leaving $1,575,000 available for the mill and its
equipment of producing machinery.

It was further estimated that 100,000 spindles should pro-
duce sufficient yarn to operate 2,400 looms, each producing 90
yards of cloth per day, having a sale value of 3- cents per yard,
resulting in a yearly production of $2,260,000 worth of finished
goods at a nmanufacturing cost of $1,810,000 when operated from
its own power plant, showing a profit of $450,000, or 25 per cent
profit on the invested capital.
The operating costs on the power plant included coal at $3.50

per ton delivered in the coal pocket; 5 per cent depreciation on
the machinery and 3 per cent on the buildings. The cost also
inclluided 5 per cent interest on the power plant investmelnt aTndl
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on this basis it was estimated that the power cost at the switch-
board would be $22 per h.p. per 300 ten-hour days per year,
or a total of $66,000 per year for power.

Figures were obtained from the local steam turbine equipped
central station, located on tide water and using fuel at a cost of
$3.20 per ton delivered into the boilers, of 1.5 cents per kw-hr.
The acceptance of the above proposition permits of the in-

vestment of the $225,000 allotted to the power plant in producing
machinery, and it will be noted from the foregoing figures that
but 5 per cent was charged against the power plant, while
25 per cent was shown as the profit on the total invested capital;
therefore that proportion of the capital invested in producing
machinery shows much better returns, which is a strong in-
centive for investing the money where it will show the greatest
profit.

Contracting with the central station for power and increasing
the producing machinery incident to the investment of $225,000
increases the yearly output of the mill 144 per cent and the sales
price of the finished goods becomes $2,583,933.
We would anticipate that our power cost had also increased,

first due to the fact that we feel that it is costing us more and
second that we are using more power, due to the fact that we
have enlarged our mill.

In the first case we used some 3,000 h.p. and in the second
case we have apparently used some 3,500 h.p. This is not the
case, however, as I will attempt to explain. It is a fact that for
the sake of argument we have increased our producing ma-
chinery to the extent that 500 h.p. additional capacity is
required to operate it.
The textile manufacturer will tell you that his mill slhows a

90 per cent load factor on the basis of ten hours operation and for
the sake of argument we will take this as a basis, for when
operated from his own plant, it does.
When operating at a 90 per cent load factor and paying for

current by meter, however, the meter records the current con-
sumption each instant of operation. In other words, a machine
stopped and started 60 times a miinute, under such conditions
that the intervals of stoppage just equal the intervals of full load,
would record on the meter as operating one-half minute at full
loadl.

Tests made with curve-drawing electric meters, show that the
power consumption of textile manufacturing processes, with the
exception of ring spinning, average about one-half of maximum,
and that the spinning averages about two-thirds of maximum.
Spinning consumes about 60 per cent of the power required in a
mill. The central station customer obtains advantage from these
conditions, which he would not if operating his own power plant,
because his investment, depreciation, coal-pile and labor are
not so sensitive as his meter.

First, if all the machinery in the mill stroked together we would
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have a load factor when operating by meter of one half of forty
per cent of 0.90 plus two-thirds of sixty per cent of 0.90, or
54 per cent, for the entire mill. But all the machinery does not
stroke together, nor does it break joints (so to speak) entirely,
and this feature is the result of a disputed point between the
central station operator and the textile manufacturer, the former
claiming that from his meter readings the textile mill seldom if
ever shows a better ten hour load factor than 75 per cent while
the manufacturer insists that an experience of many years has
shown himn a 90 per cent load factor. Again for the sake of
argument we will admit that they are both right.
The central station mnan's tell-tale (his meter) permits no lost

motion but records actual conditions, while the manufacturer's
tell-tale (his coal pile) is less sensitive in taking advantage of these
conditions and fails to record them. It is therefore equitable to
figure on the basis of experience.
As 3,500 h.p. for 3,000 hours equals 7,835,700 kw-hr., and 75 per

cent of this equals 5,876,775 kwl-hr., which gives at 1.5 cents,
$88,151. as our total power bill.
Now what has it cost us to do this?
1. It has cost us $22,151 per year.
2. We have sacrificed our independence.
What have we gained by this sacrifice?

1. We have increased our production $323,9.03 per year.
2. We have a more reliable power supply.
3. We cancdevote all our time and energy to our legitimate

business.
4. We have no need to worry about the fuel market.
5. We can make alterations without regard to the powver

plant.
6. We can run any department overtime at maximum effi-

cienlcy.
7. We can change the style of goods without change in our

power plaint.
S. We can select a location ideal to manufacture without

regar(l to power.
9. We have nmade $)51,8(09 additional net profit onl otur In-

vestineit.
10. We lhave earned 27.8 per cent on $1,800,000 invested

instead of earning 25 per cent as would have been the case had
we installed our own power plant.

If you are disposed, however, to question the position I have
taken on the load factor, pending more careful investigation of
the subject, if we use the same load factor of 90 per cent we have
still increased our profits by $22,405 over the use of the isolated
plant on the given investment of $1,800,000.

Second, consider for a moment the mill using exhaust steam
and hot water in preparation work and heating. AVith regard to
lheating, I believe I am correct in the statement that about
80 per cent of tlhe heating of textile mnills is done when the ma-
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chinery is not in operation and this is the case in many other
classes of manufacture, for which reason the heating can be
practically eliminated from the consideration so far as the power
plant is concerned.

In the most extreme case, named by Mr. Main, of saving to be
effected by the use of steam as a by-product, the saving is $8.00
per kw-yr. or some 23.5 per cent. Let us add 23.5 per cent to
the cost of the power in the mill I have taken as an example,
under the worst conditions for comparison of 90 per cent ten
hour load factor where our additional profit due to the use of
central station power was $22,405 and our power cost was $88,151
per year. Our increased profit is reduced by $10,715 but we
still have a profit over our isolated plant operation of $11,690.

I feel that the foregoing figures demonstrate that maximnum
production is the item of paramount importance to the manu-
facturer, which is to a large extent subservient to and dependent
on reliability and flexibility, all of which are best conserved by
the central station at costs at least commensurate with the results
obtained.
Norman T. Wilcox: In most cases the advantages of using

exhaust steam where there is a steady use for it the year around
cannot be successfully questioned, although it should not be
forgotten that there are some disadvantages in distributing low
pressure steam over considerable areas, such as might be present
in the case of the larger mill plants.
The whole trend of modern development the world over is

towards centralization. The laws underlying this development
are peculiarly applicable to the generation and distribution of
electric energy for power and other purposes. This must ulti-
Tnately result in the greater portion of power being generated in
great, modern central stations. These stations can take ad-
vantage of the larger load factor and greater economy resulting
from the great diversity of use for power, lighting and other
purposes.
When we consider that the larger central stations are already

growing into wholesale power plants, that with distributing
systelms coinplete can be installed for approximately one-third
thle cost per unit of a lighting system only, and that the total
cost of such a complete system NTill be as low, probably lower,
than the average mill plant of even 2,000 to 5,000 kw. capacity,
we mlay well pause before spending money for a lot of small
plants with their relatively inuch poorer economies.
On the other hand, it should be clearly borne in mind that

investment as well as distributing losses for a wholesale modern
power system will not be more than one-third of those of a light-
ing system only. Then again, the great advances made in the
art of insulation, manufacture of cables, transformers, etc., make
it possible for a modern plant of this character-to generate and
distribute current to mill plants with even greater reliability than
that afforded by the isolated plant. In addition to this, the
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big central station has the practical advantage of vastly greater
economy in the cost of generating current, this due to its more
efficient equipment, better load factor and ability at all timies
to benefit from a highly skilled operating force capable of apply-
ing refinements and checks which are necessary to the attainment
of the best economnies.

RELAY
There are several conclusions in Mr. Main's paper with which

I cannot agree. The logic of assuming that no less relay is
necessary for the 2,000 kw. isolated plant than for the central
station is very much open to question, as the central station will
have a much larger plant and more competent force; therefore,
less chance of interruption to service. The central station will
require less relay equipment to furnish the same reliability of
service. Modern central station distributing systems, with a
13,000-volt underground system, are as reliable as belt drives.
As most of our mills are not dead, but are progressing and

growing, and some of them quite rapidly at that, is it not rea-
sonable to assume that by a second year at least, the 2,000-kw.
plant outlined in the paper will be called upon to put in a third
1,000-kw. unit, necessitating 25 per cent to 50 per cent addi-
tional investment per kilowatt of capacity? This would make
the total cost per kilowatt, instead of $105, as in the case of the
turbine station, $130, or possibly $150 per kilowatt of capacity.

DEPRECIATION, ETC.
When it comes to the matter of depreciation and cost for

equivalent service, I fail to see why more depreciation should be
charged against the better cared for central station equipment
than would be allowed in the case of the mill plant. If anything,
rather more depreciation should be charged for the isolated plant
than for the central station equipment. This tends to increase
the cost of isolated plant supply. In order to meet the competi-
tion of the central station, due to the introduction of modern
apparatus, the isolated plant must also replace its machinery
and accept the same or greater depreciation than the central
station.

CHIECKS ON PLANT, ETC.
As steam is used from a common boiler at all points in the

mill yard, it is not practical to obtain such operating checks as
to enable the isolated plant to even approach the net economies
obtained by the central station with its larger and more eco-
nomical equipment. The superior economies of the modern cen-
tral station are due to constant and close hourly and daily check-
ing, a practical impossibility with the mill plant. Omit this
checking for ten days and the result is a loss of 10 per cent in the
plant efficiency. A longer period will materially increase this
loss. This being the result of experience in the best central
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stations, what must be the relative efficiency in the mill plant
where these checks may not be obtained?

COST PER KILOWATT-YEAR AND KILOWATT-HOUR, AND EFFECT
OF LOAD FACTOR ON PRICE

Results obtained by a large central station serving textile
and other industries, this station having several power feeders
varying from 500 to 1800 kw. capacity in daily use, show on a
3,000-hour-year basis an average 10-hour load of not to exceed
85 per cent, and this with all the advantages of diversity factor.
As this station meters its energy to the customer at the motor
in comparing services, the 5 per cent or mnore loss from customer's
generator through switchboard and distributing system to the
motor terminals should be deducted, making the real load
factor 80 per cent.

In many plants, this annual 10-hour load factor is not over
70 per cent or 75 per cent. Taking the case of the color mill, an
application of the 80 per cent load factor would result in the use
of 2,400 kw., making the rate slightly more than 1.4 cents per
kw. as compared with the impossible 100 per cent load factor
assumed with 3,000 kw. annual use and estimated kilowatt-hour
price of 1.1 cents. This would be approximately correct, as the
only variable in the kilowatt-year cost would be the slight clif-
ference in cost of fuel for less number of kilowatt-hours, other
expenses remaining the same. Likewise if the hydraulic power
at $0.012 per kw-hr. had been figured on a 2,400-kw-hr. per year
use, instead of 3,000, the kilowatt-year cost for the hydraulic
power would be $28.80 instead of $36, and the horse power-
year reduced to $21.60. Similarly, the kilowatt-year cost of
$36 is reduced to 2,400 kw-hr. X $0.012, $28.80, and the
$27 per horse power is reduced to $21.60. These examples
illustrate the danger of not clearly distinguishing between terms
of capacity and actual work done and to be paid for by the
customer.

Central station power at a definite price per kilowatt hour
is a known quantity, not an estimate, and is easily checked from
day to day, and for each department if desired; but cost of power
to the isolated plant is an unknown quantity with cost depend-
ing largely on the varying personnel of the mill staff, as well as
relatively poorer attainable efficiencies and other factors.

In order to obtain the insurance of service and price incident
to the supply obtained from a big central station, the miill man
can well afford to pay 10 per cent more than his estimated cost
in order to obtain the central station supply.

In considering the price of the isolated plant and cost per kilo-
watt-year and per kilowatt-hour, load factors should not be
predicted upon estimates based upon intermittent daily observa-
tions or special tests. If wve wouild avoid disappoilntment an(d
loss we should make the basis of comparison actual yearly
operating conditions and costs, Nwith their inevitable con-
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tingencies, including competent supervision. A few careful
and consistent checks of this kind, if they were possible, would
reveal that 80 per cent is a remarkably high yearly load factor,
although it may appear from intermittent observation that the
load factor is apparently higher. Consequently the kilowatt-
hour cost of the isolated plant will prove much higher than antici-
pated and generally believed.

Incidentally, I believe that in the majority of cases our mill
friends will ultimately realize that the central station will be able
to furnish current and service which the nmill men will be war-
ranted in accepting.

H. B. Emerson: It is conceded to-day, by practically all who
have studied into the matter, that the flexibility of electric power,
places it as the foremost of all operating forces; and the points
brought out by Professor Jackson's paper only tend to confirin
this conclusion.
The matter of concentration of the generating plant, however,

I believe must be decided by individual conditions. If the ques-
tion involves only the laying out and building of a strictly new
planit, then I most lheartily favor a single generating station,
with modern prime mnovers; also the placing of the manufacturing
buildings so that the greatest economiy can be obtained outside
as well as inside the station. This, however, can not always
be accomplished in old plants; for example, I know of a case
where the plant has outgrown the original distributing potential
of its station, where steam was needed in the process of manu-
facture too far away to economically transmit it from the sta-
tion, and where both of these difficulties could be overcome nmore
economically by building a second generating station than by
adding step up transformers and a new steam plant for generating
only steam for the manufacturing processes. Such cases are
undoubtedly special, but engineers are destined to encounter
such special cases, and they require even greater study and care
in planning for the still further development of the plant, than
would an entirely new plant, if the owners are to obtain the
greatest return for the money they expend.

CENTRAL STATIONS VS. ISOLATED PLANTS
Regarding the question of wlhether the power should be ob-

tained from a central station or an isolated plant for industrial
purposes, I believe here, again, wNe can only decide after we know
the conditions to be met in the individual plant, as the weight
of argument will undoubtedly be in favor of the first in some
cases, and of the second in others.

Mr. Main's point regarding use of exhaust steam in certain
plants is well taken, and in many cases would be a predominant
factor in deciding for the isolated plant.

In soIe l)lpanlts the cost of pwer is a small itm( as omarellpar(witlh the other costs of mianufactuirc, l)ut int imlaiy p)lallts it is a-1
lea(ling factor, and whether large or smiiall it is looke(d after very
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sharply in an up-to-date plant. No official of a company is going
to fool himself as regards the costs of one department by trying
to lide part of them in the costs of another. To-day it is a cold
business proposition, one mill or factory against another, and if
a small percentage can be saved in the power department it is
looked upon just as favorably as though it was saved in another
department.

If the central station can make that saving to the owner of
a plant, any broad minded man will let the station do it; on the
other hand, the saving must be proved. The manager knows
what his fuel, labor, supplies, repairs, insurance, etc., cost him,
and if he finds he can produce his power for one cent per kw-hr.,
he will not pay a central station two cents for it.

I know of a textile plant generating its own power with tur-
bine-driven generators and using a large percentage of the steam
from the second stage of the turbine for dye house purposes,
which is producing its power at less than one cent per kw-hr.
inclu.ding proper itemns for insurance, depreciation and taxes.
The fio-ures check those given by I'rofessor Jackson very well

in toto, lbut are (livi(le(l sonmewhat differently; the fuel cost being
somllewhat greater but the labor cost less. The saving obtained,
by bleeding the turbine, also compares favorably witlh the saving
shown by Mr. Mains' figures for the use of receiver steam.

I cannot agree with Mr. Hale's deduction regarding the use of
exhaust steam. The methods employed by the central station
are hardly comparable with those of the manufacturer. The
central station has had to transmit its exhaust steam a con-
siderable distance, and its use has been governed by parties not
under their jurisdiction; some days (on account of cold weather)
they would have a heavy call on their mains, and perhaps a
few days following very little would be used. The manufacturer
does not depend on his heating alone to use the exhaust, but has
processes of manufacture requiring steam at low pressure, and
the departments employing these processes are placed very near
the power station and the drips returned to it at fair tempera-
ture. Further, if he did not have this exhaust steam to call
upon he would have to furnish it from some other and more
expensive source.

While I should favor the buying of power from a central sta-
tion that could supply it at less or even at the samne figure the
isolated plant can produce it for I am, yet, to be convinced that
a broad rule can be set forth to definitely decide the matter.

LIGHTING
I thoroughly agree with Mr. Stickney that the subject of

industrial lighting deserves a great deal of study. Not only
different plants require differelnt systems of lighting, but the
various departments of the same l)lant may require (lifferent
illumination. One point wlhiclh he di(d not mention, however,
is one which was brougbht to my notice during some recent
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illuminating tests in a mill, where it was found that fully as
much attention had to be given the distribution of the lighting
units as to the diffusion of light.
With the same foot-candles in each case, the single tungsten

drop lamps gave much more satisfactory illumination to the
operatives than either the intensified arcs or tungsten clusters,
owing to the better distribution of the light between the ma-
chinery. In other parts of the same mill, the intensified arc
gave the better satisfaction, and in still other parts the enclosed
arc was most advantageous. Where color matching was re-
quired, the dioxide vapor lamp was accepted as best adapted for
the work.
A manufacturer to-day cannot afford to be without good il-

lumination, for aside from better quality and quantity of light,
there undoubtedly is a physiological effect upon the operatives
which is advantageous, and the man who lays out a scheme of
lighting for a factory must know not only the illuminating power
of the lamps and their value, but must familiarize himself with
the processes of manufacture in that plant.

MOTORS
Mr. Nye's expression of the requirements of an induction

m11otor is undoubtedly to the point, but it must not be forgotten
that the questions of power factor and efficiency must be reckoned
with, especially in the larger installation, in order to obtain
continuity of operation in the station as well as in the factory.
A motor can be too sturdy in many cases when the interest on

the investment is taken into consideration, and there are two
sides to the question of how much overload capacity is necessary
for the manufacturer to provide in his standard motors. A great
many industrial plants require practically no overload capacity
in their motors, while others must have a considerable margin
in the motor to meet the maximum demand required of it. It
seems, therefore, that this question must be decided bv the user
and his engineer, and motors ordered to suit the requirements
of their factory. Most of the electrical manufacturers of to-day
have two types of motors, one for the first conditions mentioned
above, and another type having considerably greater overload
capacity to meet just the requirements stated as desirable by
Mr. Nye. By having these two types of motors, better charac-
teristics are obtained for each service than could be obtained if
a single motor was designed to meet all kinds of service, and
allows the customer who has the lighter work to obtain his
notor at a less cost.
N. W. Dalton: In textile mills where the units require little

power, the superiority of an electric drive admnits of no question.
Some of the conclusions derived from experience with induction
motors in large plants are herein outlined. While in special
cases the individual drive may be installed, with a large number
of tiny imotors, generally the group drive should be tuse(d.
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What principles should govern the number of machines in
each group?

First, as few different sizes of motors should be used as possible.
Consideration of the requirements in the way of spare motors,
repair parts, switches, wiring, etc., will make this clear. A
study of the possible grouping of machinery in the different mills
(carding, weaving, spinning, etc.) will show that a few motor
ratings will cover all cases.

Second, as to motor speed. A large proportion of textile
machinery is designed to be driven from slow running shafting
and it follows that motors should be of moderate speed. The
argument against this view is answered in every plant where the
lower speed motors prevail. While speeds near 1000 rev. per
min. may look right to the purchasing agent, the man who has
to drive the slow running main shaft will make good the cost
of the larger frame if the motor is wound for double the number
of poles.

Floor space is too valuable to devote any of it to motor and
driving belt. Motors should therefore be inverted and bolted to
the ceiling at truss line.

Third, grouping of machinery should be limited to 50 or 60 h.p.
Making our motors something under two tons. The reason of
this limit is ease of handling. These motors can be drawn around
mills yards on the ordinary wagon or truck. They will go up and
down on the ordinary elevator without the use of hoisting tackle.
The writer uses a hand truck for drawing motors around mills.
This is merely an open plank frame with small cast wheels, the
opening being large enough so that the frame can be drawn around
the motor. The frame is fitted with an iron tripod. From the
center of the tripod is dropped a threaded hook, while a hand-
wheel with nut gives the necessary power to lift a two-ton motor
from the floor, whence it can be easily drawn to its place.

Larger motors, say four or five tons, must be moved on skids
with rollers. Some types of older mill floors will not stand this
use and timbers must be laid for rollers, and in some cases shores
used.

Spur-geared blocks are most economical of effort. Those of
one ton rating weigh 80 or 90 pounds so that a man can easily
place them. A pair will quickly hoist a motor in to place, while
a single one furnishes the necessary power for replacing bearings
and making repairs work that does not necessitate lowering
the motor. Thus by limiting the motor size we can get along
with less repair apparatus, which is a great consideration in
emergencies.

Fourth, while smaller motors than the largest size adopted
are necessary, motors should in all cases be kept as near the
largest size as possible. Smaller motors mean danger from
overloading, due to shafting out of line, hot bearings, and other
minor troubles. Such things are relatively unimportant in the
larger sizes. Still, small sizes must be used in textile work where
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large areas of some kinds of machinery consume but very little
power.

RELIABILITY
While the electric machinery will cause fewer interruptions

in the production of goods than almost any other part of the
plant, still a stoppage of a motor or generator causes more atten-
tion than almost any other accident. All efforts towards greater
reliability will be well spent, as the electric drive still has a
reputation to acquire and maintain.
The greatest cause of failure in induction nmotors lies in the

starting devices. Immunity fromi delay is best secured by having
these entirely separate fromn the motors. A voltage reducing
device in the motor leads is to be preferred. In case of failure
it may be short-circuited and a temporary starter used, until
repairs can be executed, without delaying production. When
the starting device is located inside the rotating secondary,
the matter of repairs may involve a considerable delay. In this
limited space, and exposed to dirt and careless usage, no system
of sliding contacts can ever give satisfactory performance.
The motor with internal starting resistance has a high starting

torque with low starting current. The resistance of the second-
ary when up to speed is very low, thus giving the motor little
slip. These are desirable characteristics, but they are out-
weighed by the matter of reliability. The lack of reliability
seems to be more in the operator than in the motor, for some of
these motors run several years with no delays whatever.
The device always furnished for starting is an auto-transformner

with a double-throw switch. Would it not do to use a cast iron
grid resistance? This is simpler, cheaper, easier to install and
repair. The starting position should be held by hand against
spring pressure so that the switch cannot be left in the starting
position.
With the oil-immersed switch, it is best to have lock, so that

the switch can not be thrown to the running point until it is
first drawn into the starting position.
For sizes of 100 h.p. or less, and voltages not over 600, air-

break switches are the most satisfactory. The oil switch is
awkward to install and difficult to inspect. Often it has wood
mounting and flexible leads. Some would not be safe to operate
without the oil, so that the oil is a necessary a(ljunct aiid not a
a(lditional safeguard. The oil itself besides being a nuisance
is often a source of danger, as some grades are very easily ignited
after standing for some time. The air-brake switch is con-
stantly in sight of the operator and any trouble is seen; while the
oil switch often gives the first hint of trouble by refusing to work.
Practically all the troubles of air-break switches are confined to
burning of contacts and cutting in hinges; minor troubles which
are easily repaired.
The air-break switch will prove unsatisfactory if used in sizes

under 100 amperes capacity from want of mechanical strength,
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though it does not follow that all switches of higher rating are
mechanically as strong. Switches must have a quick break
attachment. This, unless carefully designed, is apt to give
trouble. It should be strong and not interfere wvith operation
of the main switch in case it gets into trouble. Carbon-break
switches have not proved satisfactory.

Motors of the smaller sizes do not require any starting device
but may be thrown directly on the line. The limit of size to
which this method of starting may be carried depends on the
connected mnachinery. Too sudden acceleration is destructive
to belting. In general, textile machinery is disconnected from
the shaft while the motor is accelerating, so that the starting
torque required is light.
The second greatest cause of motor failure is due to bearing

trouble. The bearing metal is babbitt except in smaller.sizes
where bronze is sometimes used. Experience with bronze
demonstrates that it is very unsatisfactory. Where babbitt is
used the air-gap should be sufficient to allow for the starting
of the metal before the rotor strikes the primary. The smoke
when the babbitt runs will attract the attention of the attendant
and the motor can be stopped before the lanminations strike.
The latter will sometimes shift cutting the insulation of con-
ductors.

Overloads are supposed to be prevented by fuses or safety
devices. The exigencies of service are such that this is rarely
the fact. A larger fuse is an easier solution than a little care
and judgment. The real protection against destructive over-
loads lies in the use of a portable ammeter and the exercise of
considerable vigilence by the electrical department. Motors
should be capable of carrying reasonable overloads, and the
i1chavior of those overloaded should be watched to ascertain
the effect on temperature. In the factory where the writer has
charge, not a single nmotor has been lost by destruction of wind-
ings, except where laminations shifted due to bearing failure.
A word as to motor design. Ventilating slots through the iron

lam-iinations are useless as they are promptly plugged by flyings.
The cleaning of a hundred or more motors is no small task and
if left for nights and Sundays will not be done. The only solu-
tion seems to be to clean while running. The rotating parts
should be so designed that the air blast will clean them when
motor is working. This is not universally the case Wvith the
motors now furnished.
The bearing on the pulley end of a motor should be designed

so that it may be replaced in case of failure writhout the removal
of the pulley. Pulleys have a way of rusting fast to the shaft
and requiring some time to effect their removal. On some of the
smaller motors an opposite effect has been noted. The pulleys
work loose and destroy the key-seat in the shaft. A more liberal
design of shaft and key is needed.

If paper pulleys are used they should have metal hubs. The
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variety having a piece of metal inserted to hold key will not
stand up in hard service.

LIGHTING
Mills where a large proportion of the help consists of women

operate from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. only. The lighting hours are few
in the year, but the lighting must be ample. We are practically
confined to the carbon filament lamp, for the problem is to keep
down the first cost of the installation. On alternating-current
circuits the enclosed arc lamp withl proper globes and diffusers
gives so little illumination as to be out of the question, the
tantalum lamnp has no length of life and the tungsten lamp is too
delicate and costs too much. In certain places where the cost of
power enters, due to the necessity of burning lamp for long hours,
27 volt tungsten lamps are fairly satisfactory although in some
instances they blacken very quickly.

Local lighting, inherited from gas lighting days, seems to be
the desire of the mill from the office to the machine hand.
General illumination has to be demonstrated before it will be
accepted. In general this is the better form, but not universally.
In some mills a compromnise form has to be adopted.

In calculations of lighting, a certain, or rather uncertain,
factor is introduced by the character of the flyings that collect
on the lamps. In a spinning room for instance the wool flyings
are easily cleaned from lamps and full illuminating power is
secured. Where the flyings carry certain amounts of dyestuffs
and starch, allowance must be niade, as the labor of cleaning
and the inconvenience caused thereby amount to more than the
excess of pover necessary to bring the lighting up to standard.

Running boards with wires cleated to them should never be
used. Drops of incandescent lamp cord are a nuisance and should
be done away with wherever possible. They should never be
placed in a card room nor used to light Axminster looms. They
are siccessful in spinning and drawing rooms.

Clusters of a cheap variety are the best solution for nmill
lighting. They should have heavy galvanized iron shades.
The leads are protected by being carried down the iron pipe
support. The shades receive the blows of ladders, poles and
other long objects carried around mills and save the lamps from
destruction. Where the machinery is of a class to transmit little
vibration to the building, clusters may be rigidly secured.
Some classes of machinery will cause the building to vibrate,
no matter how heavily built. Under these circumnstances it is
necessary to hang, cluster stems from a hook.

Three phase circuits are best for power, but for lighting, the
mnatter of balancing is a nuisance. If we are confined to 125-
volt lamps, the amount of copper in a mill 1000 feet is rather
large. The best distribution appears to be a geometrical ar-
rangement of 250-volt three-wire circuits. By arranging two
single-phase circuits in quadrature and alternating each bent
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on the 250-volt circuit there is not the least trouble in keeping
the sides of the three-wire system balanced and the circuits will
balance on the three-phase sides. This easily acquired balance
continues through the many changes in lighting that a growing
plant affords.

H. W. Peck: These papers are much more general than I
would wish. We need data regarding actual facts obtained,
giving good, bad, and average performance, especially the last
for the sake of the manager or investor. It is noticeable in
both Mr. Jackson's and Mr. Main's papers that they give practi-
cally the best performance of the machinery which they are
discussing, and state this fact, but they do not state what they
have found to be, or believe to be, average performance, e.g.,
Mr. Jackson says, " The cost is probably fully that large," and
again, " The cost is ordinarily much higher "

I would suggest also that in discussions of this kind the cost
and other items regarding performance be reduced to the basis
of the kilowatt-hour. It is conceded by the authors that elec-
trical distribution of power is most general, so that this basis
will apply in the majority of cases. If the plant is so small,
simple and compact as to make mechanical distribution a possi-
bility-and investigation shows it has advantages--a correction
factor due to these advantages can readily be applied to the de-
termined cost of electric power at the switchboard. Thus Mr.
Jackson's " Round estimate of the cost of power in machine
shops and the like is $60 per h.p.-yr." becomes 3 cents per kw-hr.
His costs of 0.65 cents and 1 cent per i.h.p. per hr., which he
increases by 50 per cent for mechanical distribution, can with
equal correctness be increased by from 50 to 70 per cent to give
the cost per kilowatt-hour at the switchboard, thus enabling a
direct comparison with central station power. Similarly, Mr.
Main's figures for pounds of coal per horse power per hour in-
crease from 1.75 and 3, to about 2.95 and 5.05 lb. per kw-hr.
at the switchboard. The performance given on the basis of the
indicated horse power per hour can be changed to a basis of
a kilowatt-hour by multiplying by a factor between 1.55 and
1.7, the former for large units of, say, 1000 kw. capacity, and the
other for smaller units of about 100 kw. capacity.

I would take exception to several matters in these papers as
a general proposition, applying to textile mills, or to any other
industrial establishment; in the first place, to the position taken
that reliability is of secondary importance, and that no spare
units should be considered necessary for an industrial establish-
ment. This is certainly far more important for a small plant
with only one or two units which would be very seriously crippled
*by the breakdown of one unit, than for a large central station
with so many units that the load of any one could easily be
carried by the remaining units. This gives a real factor of
reliability without cost additional to what would be determined
by good engineering practice as regards the amount of load
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normally carried by each machine. Likewise, if the power is as
small a matter as five per cent of the rest of the business of an
industrial establishment, it seems poor judgment to skimp on
the power plant, which may cause a cessation of the other 95
per cent of the business. Both gentlemen concede the increased
reliability of the larger power plants. I have in mind two com-
paratively small plants in Rochester where the cost for break
down service from the central station during the first year of
operation amounted to, in one case, 30 per cent of the operating
cost of the plant; in the other case, 25 per cent. If central station
service had not been available in these cases, and a spare
equipment had not been provided, the business would have been
practically shut down. I do not see, either, how it is possible
to install these plants within such close limits of the actual re-
quirements. In my experience with industrial plants, there is a
very marked seasonal variation, and in most cases, a steady growth
in power requirements. This, of course, makes the average load
factor, considered over several years' time, much lower than the
load factors given in these papers. In our experience, also, the
lighting of the establishments amounts to from 10 to 25 per cent
of the power requirements, and is of use for but short periods.
This decreases the load factor much below that given in the
papers.

This brings to mind another advantage which the central
station possesses. Its growth has been steady but gradual and
it has had the opportunity of making its additional equipment
of the most modern type. This imost efficient equipment can be
used at the average load for the long-hour use while the less
efficient and less valuable machines are operated for the peak load.

Neither paper considers the item of profit which should be
earned on the power plant investment and operating capital
to the samne extent that it is earned on the rest of the investmnent

possibly 10 per cent; possibly 20 per cent; or at least to the
extent of the central station profit, say 5 per cent. Mr. Main
also passes over very lightly the matter of supervision on the
part of the manager. I have found that the managers are re-
quired to expend considerable of their time and thought on the
power problem. These managers are experts in business matters
but are not engineers, and their time is expended to small ad-
vantage in power questions. In one of the cases cited above,
where the breakdown service was so expensive, the manager
said that he had spent about two-thirds of his time in connec-
tion with his plant.
As to the division of central station costs mientioned by Mr.

Main, I would say that the production cost is about one-half;
the distribution about one-third; and the general expenses,
including advertising and commercial expenses, about one-sixth.
In the specific case of the smallest customers who use just
enough power to pay the minimum charge of one dollar, the
central station companies certainly do lose money, e.g., with an
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8 cent kw-hr. rate for current, and a one-dollar-per-month
minimumn charge, the cost of maintaining and reading the
meter, billing, and collecting, amounts to slightly over one dollar,
while the 12- kw-hr. may not represent more than 25 cents.
For a large customer the meter costs are, of course, practically a
negligible part of the total expense.

I have yet to find any industrial establishment that knows
even within approximate limits the cost of its power, either in
toto, or per unit. Such costs were recently promised me by one
establishment, with the assurance that they had them exactly,
and that it would be a simple matter to take them from the books
in shape for me to use. They have since told me that it will
inean several months' work to get this data, as they were quite
surprised at the manner in which the costs had been entered.
In this particular place they had a watthour meter on the switch-
board, which in itself is quite unusual. Where they have not
this means of knowing the amount of power generated the actual
amount is almost invariably over-estimated.

R. D. De Wolf: In the article by Mr. Hale the writer has reache(d
certain conclusions in regard to the use of decentralized plants,
basing these conclusions on the experience met with under cer-
tain comnmercial and operating conditions. It should also be
noted that the small plants abandoned by the Edison Electric
Illuminating Conmpany of Boston were not so situated that use
could be made of the exhaust steam from the plants. As
pointed out in Mr. Main's article, the mill which can use all of the
waste products from the power plant will have the lowest cost;
and this same condition exists when the power plant is operated
by a central station company and that company is in a position
to sell its waste products.
There are several conditions existing which make the operation

of a decentralized heating and power plant particularly attrac-
tive. In plants of this type the operating conditions are de-
termined not by a widely fluctuating electrical load, but by a
fairly steady heating load. The heavy overloads met with in
operating generating stations, lasting from one-half hour to an
hour or two, are not encountered when the primary purpose of
the plant is to supply steam for heating. On account of this
great improvement in the load factor on a plant it is unnecessary
to carry large reserve power units for peak loads, and the plant
can be operated at or near its point of maximum efficiency the
greater part of the time. As the plant is necessarily a non-
densing plant, complicated auxiliary apparatus is dispensed with,
and-a simple type of machinery installed which can be operated
by comparatively unskilled labor and requires less attendance.
Automatic features can be included in the design of the in-
stallation, so that the plant can be operated with the minimum
amount of labor per unit of output. In other words, the labor
can be used as efficiently in a medium sized plant of this type
as the higher grade labor is used in a much larger condensing
plant.
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Whell the plant can be so located as to handle a group of build-
ings of a diversified character, such, for instance, as a department
store, a hotel, a theatre, an office building, and a manufacturing
plant, the diversity factor of the steam load will be such that the
resultant load on the plant will have only a comparatively small
variation.
The type of apparatus installed in a plant of this character,

as. pointed out in Mr. Parker's remarks, will be comparatively
simple and inexpensive. Complicated condensing apparatus will
not be required, and there will be a correspoinding saving in
operating expense, due not only to decreased interest and de-
preciation charges, but to decreased repairs and supplies. With
a plant of this character installed in the business district, where
250-volt direct current distributing systems are used, the high
installation cost of a feeder from the distant central station is
clone a.way with, and the accompanying line losses saved. In
estilnating on a recent proposal I found that the approximate
cost of installing a 500-h.p. non-condensing plant under such
conditions was $25,000; while the cost of a duplicate plant at the
central station about one-half mile awav, together with the feeder
cables, amounted to $94,000. Under these conditions the total
operating cost and fixed charges of the non-condensing sta-
tion per year was $22,590, and of the condensing station
and distributing system was $25,790. The fixed charges in each
case were $3,050 and $13,250.

These decentralized plants effect the distribution charges in
two ways; first, the steam distributing cost; and second, the
electrical distributing cost.
The advantages accruing under the heading of steam dis-

tributing costs are as follows:
1. Cost of distributing system is less, consequently fixed

charges depreciation charges, and repairs are less.
2. Better distribution and better service can be given, as the

distance to which steam is transmitted will not be great.
3. Condensation in the distributing system wiHl be less, and

the amount of condensed water in the mains which has to be
taken care of will be correspondingly less.

4. The system as a whole can be made more flexible by means
of tie lines between the different stations, or between the dif-
ferent distributing mains.
The attitude of the customer toward the use of steam can be

decidedly influenced, due to the fact that the steam is generated
in close proximity to the point at which it is required, rather
than being generated at some distant point and transmitted with
consequent loss of temperature and increased percentage of
moisture in the steam.
The electrical distributing cost is greatly decreased as pointed

out above, due to the elimination of expensive transmission lines,
expensive generating units, etc.
The operation of plants of this character will enable the central
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station company to operate certain of its plants under those
conditions which Mr. Main has found to be most economical for
textile mills, i.e., use can be made of all the waste products of
the plant. I think that the manufacturer can be shown that the
value of power and of these waste products to him are much more
important than the five per cent value given by Mr. Main. If
the cost of power is five per cent of the value of the product, this
value being necessarily the selling price, then under average
manufacturing conditions the factory cost of the product
will not be more than 50 per cent of this selling price, and the
power would then become 10 per cent of the factory cost.
Furthermore, the cost of raw material entering into the product
would probably form at least 50 per cent of the factory cost,
and therefore the power forms 20 per cent of the manufacturing
cost. Any economy which the manufacturer can make in his
cost of power will, therefore, be an important item in his total
cost of manufacture. When the central station is in a position
to supply the manufacturer with all his requisite power, heat,
and light, it can effect economies for him which would otherwise
be absolutely impossible.

Referring to Mr. Parker's remarks in regard to the central
station companies securing large business, it should be noted
that they have not only been hampered in this, but that the
profits which they could make from such a transaction have been
limited to the profits accruing from the sale of power alone.
When these large users can be supplied with the necessary steam,
an additional source of profit will be introduced; and whereas
the central station may have formerly been carrying a load of
this character purely for its sentimental and advertising value,
when the heat is supplied in addition, the load will become a
profitable one.

In closing, I would like to point out one further advantage
which the central station company has in handling business of
this character. When a given mnanufacturer, whom we may call
A, happens to be operating under conditions such that the
exlhaust steam from the generating apparatus required to furnish
him his necessary light and power is just sufficient to give him
the necessary heat and low pressure steam for industrial pur-
poses, he will be operating under his most economical conditions,
i.e., the ratio between his light and power load and his heating
load is one. His neighbor B may be operating under conditions
such that this ratio is one-half; another neighbor, C, under
conditions such that this ratio is 1-. The central station can
combine these loads, furnish A with his total requirements at
his old cost, or somewhat less, and make a considerable saving
for both B and C. In this way, by using a sliding rate which
will vary with the steam consumption and the ratio, the manu-
facturer will be enabled to effect an economy for himself by so
arranging his processes of manufacture, etc., as to bring about the
most economical operating condition for the central station.
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Albert L. Pearson: Regarding motors, I agree in general with
Mr. Nye as to the requirements which he has set forth for an
induction motor, but feel that one or two points should be given
further consideration.
The motor should have a high efficiency, particularly in in-

stallations where power is purchased. One per cent difference
on a group of ten 100-h.p. machines means 10 h.p., the value of
which is an appreciable amount to be added to or dedlucted from
the power bill.
The power factor should be as high as possible, as the voltage

regulation of the systemn is better, and in the case of a large in-
stallation considerable saving in copper may be made. An
installation of induction motors, recently completed, shows one
of the values of high power factor. The power company requires
this to be maintained at 90 per cent at its measuring instruments;
for anything under this it makes quite an additional charge.
In this particular case a rotary condenser is used. Such a ma-
chine is fairly desirable provided about 70 per cant of its kilo-
volt-ampere rating can be turned into mechanical energy. In
any case it is a much more troublesome machine than an in-
(luction motor, owing to complications of exciter, methods of
starting, etc. The curves of efficiency and power factor should
be as flat as possible to ensure the most economical operation at
all loads, say from 50 per cent to 125 per cent.
The slip, or difference between synchronous and full load

speed, should be small to insure, as nearly as possible, constant
speed at the maclhines at all times. This is of special value in
textile plants where one motor is used for driving four spinning
frames, and in group drives for looms where close speed regula-
tion is not only desirable but often necessary. This same thing-
applies to a group drive for spinning frames, but probably is not
of so much importance as for the four-frame drives. In the case
of individual (Irives this does not count for so much, as the driv-
ing gear will be arranged to mieet the full-load speedl of the motor.

I'lle air gap slhoulld be reasonal)ly large so that the miiotor will
require a mmlillinllUinl amiiount of attenition at this )oint. A small
g(Yap, unless carefully watchled, is very apt to cause considerable
annoyance from rubbing. The ventilation should be good and
the ducts, etc., so arranged as to facilitate cleaning. It is de-
sirable to have motors waterproof and the terminals enclosed,
for such places as opening and picker rooms, so that all of the
contents of a machine inay be run out in case of fire.

In textile plants, an overload capacity greater than the
standard two-hour rating is not necessary. The cost of a rating
of 25) per cent overload continuously is an unnecessary invest-
ment. Unless the design is such that efficiency and power factor
are their best at 80 per cent of their maximum rating, the point
of ordinary operation, there will be a continuous and unnecessary
loss.

Regarding the application of motors, there is no question as
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to the advantages resulting from individual drives, such as
cleanliness from absence of overhead belting and shafting, im-
provement in illumination, decrease in cost of power, etc. In
equipping a plant with electrical drives care should be taken
that it is not " overmotored " as such a condition is sure to result
in poor voltage regulation and generally unsatisfactory operation.
It is often desirable to make tests after installing motors to make
sure that proper machines have been selected. This applies
more to the equipping of old plants where the power required is
often questionable, than to new installations.
The power supply for industrial plants should never be at less

than 5.50 volts, three-phaso, 60 cycles, and very satisfactory re-
sults are being obtained from 2,080-volt motors above 20- or
25-h.p. sizes. Possibly, in the case of individual drives, where
motors smaller than one horse power are used, better results
may be obtained from 220 volts.

In a motor-driven plant the wiring takes the place of shafting
in a mechanically driven one. This should be installed in a
thoroughly first-class manner, protected from injury and so
arranged that the voltage at the motor will never be lower than
that at which it is rated. Fuses should never be used except on
very small sizes of motors. Air-break switches should never be
used. Oil switches should be as simple as possible. Current-
carrying parts should be liberal, and contacts so arranged as to
be easily renewed.
The first cost of motors and starting devices is too often the

first consideration, rather than reliability and future operating
costs. While the first cost of equipping a textile plant with
motor drive may be more than for direct mechanical drive from
a steam engine, this is more than offset by the reduced cost of
maintenance and the convenience in operation. This is true for
synchronous motors as well as induction motors, for a large
number of mills in the South have been equipped with these
machines using a rope (Irive the same as for a steam engine.

H. D. James (by letter): The papers this evening (liscuss the
(levelop-ment of electric power for industrial purposes, but lhave
very little to say about the adaptation of this power to industrial
machinery. For years we have had electrical power available,
we have recognized the advantages of a motor drive for smoothing
out the load curve; then why is it that we did not long ago de-
velop this market for power?
The writer believes that this development was retarded;

first, by the iniproper application of motors. Attemnpts were
made to utilize any motor for industrial purposes provided it
had the proper characteristics for the electrical power supplv.
Tests were not made to determine the amount and duration of
the load. Often the motor was applied without the designing
engineers having any knowledge of the conditions under which
the motor was to operate.

Second, the commercial controllers available were unsuitable
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for the service and few engineers were making a specialty of
this design. The few controller engineers were not associated
with the men designing the motors so that there was no
mutual adjusting of the apparatus to suit industrial condi-
tions, although at that time the railway field was well developed.

Third, central station managers were making little effort to
advise their customers what applications were advisable and
assisting them to get satisfactory results.
About five years ago systematic efforts were begun to investi-

gate this field. Where motor drives were not satisfactory, tests
were made to determine the actual characteristics of the load.
The conditions surrounding the motor were noted; the method
of connecting the motor to the load was studied. Experiments
were made to develop the best method for controlling the motor
for each individual application. This led manufacturers to
bring out special motors having the proper electrical and me-
chanical features to suit particular applications, and capable of
satisfactory control.
The controller problem, however, shows the most marked de-

velopment. The hand-operated controllers have been sim-
plified and made more serviceable. A rapidly increasing line of
automatic controllers has been placed on the market. We have
developed electrical devices to replace the human brain in the
operation of motors. The motor has been made to execute a
complicated cycle of operation by means of a small master
switch or push button. These controllers, although seemingly
complicated are remarkably substantial and easily kept in re-
pair.
There are few drives to which an electric motor cannot be

applied profitably if the application is made by a competent
engineer. Unfortunately, the number of engineers competent
to develop new applications of electric motors is limited. This
condition of affairs is largely due to the fact that many engineers
do not realize the importance of investigating these applications.
A few of the large industries have developed a corps of electrical
engineers who have given their whole attention to motor applica-
tions. These industries have made rapid strides in electrical
development, but unfortunately for the central station, these
large corporations have their own power plants.
To make the greatest profit on their investment the central

stations must investigate motor applications, either by using the
experts trained by large motor manufacturers or else by de-
veloping their own corps of experts.
Two articles in the February 1910 issue of the Electric Journal

give instances of each of the above cases. Consulting engineers
would do well to retain controller experts capable of devising
special apparatus when necessary, or applying standard controllers
to special cases with more intelligence than is often displayed.
The many cases of dissatisfaction with motors and controllers
which have come to the writer's attention during .the last few
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years, have generally been due to lack of exact information at
the time the apparatus was ordered. It is impossible to extend
the use of motor drive unless the customer is satisfied. No
matter who is to blame for the trouble, the central station is the
loser. The elaboration of central station practice and ad-
vantages is of no avail unless we have a market for the power,
an(I motor driving is considered by all as a very desirable elemnent
of the load.

Begin with the machine the motor drives and work back to
the central station. Furnish the customer with power in the
form best suited to his uses. If his machinery requires direct
current motors, transform your power to direct current; perhaps
a synchronous motor will improve your line characteristics. Do
not try to " ram an induction motor down his throat " to save
your investment in converting apparatus. A failure at one
place may prejudice the local trade against the induction motor
and prevent its use at another place where it is the best motor for
the service. It is not enough to furnish a motor that will turn
over. We must use a motor that can be successfully controlled
and then see that the customer has the proper control and is
instructed how to use it.

C. A. Graves (by letter): Mr. Main states that the chief items
of cost in textile mills are material and labor. Such mills,
therefore, should locate in or near cities where cheap labor can
be obtained instead of locations where cheap power can be ob-
tained. Also the mill owners should welcome every improvement
which will give steady uniform power, as this means increased
output without increased labor cost.

It has been demonstrated in numerous instances that central
station service, because of its more uniform voltage and fre-
quency, has increased the output in various industries. There-
fore owners should be willing to pay for the power which enables
them to obtain this increased output. Central stations, because
of their reserve equipment and duplicate distribution line, can
guarantee continuous service, as is done by the Brooklyn and
New York companies in their contract with New York City.

Mr. Hale expresses the situation very well when he says that
central stations have no cheap unreliable power for sale.

Regarding the question of load factor, textile mills, I am in-
formed, do not run ten hours per day, every working day in the
year, but are shut down about two weeks for inventory and re-
pairs and often Saturday afternoons in the summer time. An-
other point; curve drawing wattmeters which have been in-
stalled on the switchboards of various industries show that the
hands do not start working until 7:30 and that the best work, or
the most power taken is between 10 o'clock and 11 o'clock. After
that time, the load gradually falls off until noon. The same thing
happens in the afternoon, except that the load seldom goes as
high as in the morning. These facts, then, when taken into
account, bring the load factor of the mill below that of large
central stations.
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The basis of figuring cost of power at $33, per kw-hr. of
capacity of plant is not an accurate method, as most plants have
a capacity larger than their average load, and some few will run
overload part of the time. The proper basis is the maximum
load.

Let me give an illustration. One of the recent customers of
the Brooklyn Edison Company with a 500-h.p. installation, who
was selling power to one of his tenants for $50 per h.p-yr., taking
the rated horse power of the motors as a basis, found upon in-
stalling a wattmeter, that he was receiving 14 cents per kw-hr.,
for the current, besides furnishing motors. Another extreme
case which came to my notice was that of a man selling power
at $60 per h.p-yr. for a 10-h.p. motor when the wattineter showed
he was charging at the rate of 20 cents per kw-hr. If tlhese
tenants had been charged on the basis of their maxitnum demand
and the current consumption, the charges would have been imiore
julst. With the accurate measuring instruments used in the
sale of electric current, the old terms employed have to be
more accurately defined.

J. H. Gardiner (by letter): Mr. Stickney's paper is evidently
intended to be but a brief review of the question of industrial
lighting and to touch only the salient points of a very compre-
hensive subject. It contains much excellent information ad-
mirably condensed. The recommendation of general, as opposed
to strictly local illumination, is undoubtedly correct from both a
physiological and a practical standpoint, and accords with the
best modern practice.

In the paragraph treating of lamps, however, it seems as
though a brief statement in reference to the Nernst glower lamp
might well have been made in view of the peculiar adaptabilitv
of this type of lamp to industrial lighting. The features which
commend it particularly for this work are its ruggedness, the
natural downward distribution of the unit, thus obviating the
necessity of reflecting glassware which is always troublesome in an
industrial establishment; and most important of all, the low
maintenance cost. Maintenance cost becomes the preponder-
ating factor in the total, where the cost of electrical energy is as
low as in the case of large industrial installations, and is often
the determining one when the choice of high efficiency svstems
is considered.
H. D. Jackson (by letter): Mr. Hales' paper was entirely

from the central station man's point of view, and does not take
into consideration the conditions governing power cost in most
industrial plants. In the first place, there is no inherent reason
why an industrial power plant of fair size should not produce
power approximately as cheap as the central station even of
large size. The power plant of an industrial establishment can,
if necessary, be built with all of the refinements used in the
central station, and the operating cost of the plant made very
low, nearly as low as the central station, the only difference being
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the slight gain in economny of large units over moderate sized
units, so that as far as operating expenses go, there is no reason
why the smaller plant should suffer materially in comparison
with the larger.
As a rule, the fixed charges against the industrial plant would

not be greater than against the central plant, as the industrial
plant would not be duplicated, whereas the central station plant
would have to use extra apparatus in order to preserve con-
tinuity of service. This being the case, the cost of power in-
cluding all charges, fixed and operating, of the two plants situated
in the same locality and under the same conditions, would not
vary materially.
The above is based on both plants being operated under the

same conditions as regar'ds load factor. It is a fact, however,
that the central station load factor is very much lower than that
of the industrial plant, and the load of the central station far
nore fluctuating. It is well recognized that a low power factor
or a fluctuating load increases to a considerable extent the power
cost. This being the case, the difference in the power cost be-
tween the two stations would be materially diminished. In
some cases this may be to a certain extent offset by the shutting-
down period of the industrial plant. This, however, would not
influence conditions to a very great extent, as the central station
has periods of this character also, although shorter in duration
and not complete shutdowns.
The industrial plant is not as a rule as well located for pro-

ducing power as the central station, so that an increase to the
power cost must be made due to increased cost of fuel, etc.,
in the industrial plant's location. On the other hand, when the
total cost of power at the industrial plant switchboard is figured,
that is the end of the power cost when generated by the plant
itself; whereas this point at the central station is only the first
step. The power in this case has yet to be delivered to the
customer. According to most central station men, the cost of
(lelivering the power to the customer, metering, billing, etc., is
equal to or greater than the cost of production. This being
the case and the difference in cost of power slight if plants are
built along the same lines as regards refinement, the central
station would find it impossible to deliver power at the same price
the plant could produce it for.

Mr. Hale speaks of the insurance factor of the central station.
In order to insure continuitv of service, the central station must
have not only spare apparatus, but also duplicate lines for dis-
tribution-otherwise the power is no more certain than that of
the industrial plant. To use an old phrase: " A chain is no
stronger than its weakest link ", and the single line distributing
systenm is in this case the weak link, which is quite as apt to fail
as the high grade unit in the industrial plant, SQ that the in-
surance factor of the central station exists only in the imagina-
tion. The failure of a unit in the industrial plant affects but that
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plant. The failure of the central station in either line or plant
may affect many plants.

In order to sell power to an industrial plant, the central station
must of necessity be able to produce it at a very much reduced
cost as compared to the industrial plant; and the costs of dis-
tribution, such as nmaintaining the distributing system, cost of
metering, billing, collecting, and other charges incidental
to central station service mnust be reduced to a minimum and
the cost of power as delivered to the customer has to include all
of these items. The cost of power in an industrial plant consists
of all of the items incident to the production of that power, but
has absolutely nothing to do with the costs of distributing it.

So far, we have considered two plants for producing power
alone, and no other use of steam has been taken into account.
Most industrial plants have use for heat, either to warm the
buildings or for manufacturing purposes. If exhaust steam will
serve the purpose, this can readily be taken from the engine,
under which condition a much less costly plant will be installed,
reducing the fixed charge, also reducing the operating charge, as
the steam thus used cannot be properly charged up entirely
against power, as it would have to be produced in some way
if the engines did not exist, nor can the boilers required for this
steam be entirely charged up against power, as they would also
have to exist for producing steam if power was purchased.
Thus the greater the steam required for industrial purposes, the
less the cost of power, not only as regards operation, but also
in fixed charges.


